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細菌べん毛モーター固定子の組み込みと活性化のメカニズム
Stator assembly and activation mechanism of the bacterial flagellar motor 

The bacterial flagellar motor is a rotary nanomachine fueled by the transmembrane electrochemical 
potential of ions, i.e., ion motive force (IMF). The flagellar motor comprises a rotor and multiple 
stators. The stator proteins MotA and MotB form a transmembrane complex containing two proton 
channels, and each stator unit is anchored to the peptidoglycan (PG) layer via a PG binding (PGB) 
motif of MotB. The stator can control its ion conductivity by a “plug” that resides in the periplasmic 
region of MotB. The stator unit is believed to be activated and inactivated by the detachment and 
attachment of the plug segment from and to the proton channel, respectively. Although 10 stator units 
can be incorporated to the motor, they alternate in assembly and disassembly even during rotation, 
accompanying transition between active and inactive states. Stator assembly and activation depend 
on external load, external ion concentration, and IMF. Castillo and Nakamura et al. [1] analyzed the 
rotation of the mutant flagellar motor lacking residues 72-100 of MotB, corresponding to a linker 
between the transmembrane proton channel and PGB domains, and suggested its critical role for 
load-dependent stator assembly. This seminar will review the current knowledge on stator assembly 
dynamics, and will discuss the mechanism by which flagellar stators sense load and input energy.
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